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Teachers’ Notes
Included in this pack...

• Class topic introduction sheet, “What is Science?”
• Power-point story with colour solar system size chart.
• Multiple-choice quiz based on the story.
• The Solar System.
• Map of the Solar System.
• Build a rocket sheet.
• What makes a rocket fly work sheet.
• “Why do astronauts wear space suits?” work sheet.
• Find the right words work sheet.
• Colouring in pages.

• Class topic introduction sheet “What is Science?”
   Introduction to explain the different types of science.

• Power-point story
   Can be paused between pages to discuss with the class, plus a full colour Solar System size chart
   for the class to study.

• Multiple-choice quiz
   Quiz sheet with multiple choice answers based on the PPT story, “They Raced to the Moon”.

• Map of the Solar System
   Illustrated map of the Solar System. Compare the planet sizes and write down their names.
   A colour version can be viewed at the end of the PPT story.

• The Solar System
  Find out some interesting facts about the Solar System and get the class to talk about and answer
  the questions provided on The Solar System question sheet.
 
• The Solar System question sheet.

• Build a rocket
   A basic template with cut out shapes and instructions on how to build a 3D rocket.

• Why do astronauts wear spacesuits?
   An explanation of space, oxygen and why astronauts need to wear spacesuits.

• Find the correct word work sheet
   All things space. Pick out the space-themed words from the non-space themed words.
   An activity designed to test the children’s knowledge.

• Colouring in page.
  Extra something to keep their little minds occupied.
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Science
What is science?

Science is the study of the natural world and learning about the different things within the natural world.
This is done by observing, describing and experimenting.

There are many different subjects covered within science; for example you could learn about electricity and 
how it works, the weather and what makes it snow and you can even learn all about the solar system and 
distant planets.

People who study science are called scientists and scientific methods are what scientists use to get accurate 
results from experiments.

Science is made up of many different parts, for example:

• Biology   Studies the human body, plants and animals.
   A scientist who studies biology is called  a Biologist.

• Chemistry  Studies matter, its properties and how substances interact with energy.    
                           That sounds rather complicated so put it into simple terms; what makes    
                           fireworks go bang!
   A scientist that studies chemisty is called a chemist.

• Physics  Is the science of how things work and very similar to chemistry
   A scientist that studies physics is called a  physicist

• Earth science  Is the study of all the sciences relating to the planet that we live on. It
   includes the study of atmosphere, oceans, volcano’s and much more.
   A scientist that studies earth science is called a geologist

• Environment  Is the study of the environment and how the earth works. 
   Scientists who study the environment can be called, Geologists, Audiologist,
   Meteorologist or Environmentalist depending on which part of the  
   environment they study.

• Astronomy  Is the study of outer space, including the planets, the stars, comets and 
   galaxies.
   A scientist who studies astronomy is called an Astronomer.

• Animals  Studies all animals and how they live, what they eat and how they
   have evolved through time to survive.
   A scientist who studies animals is called a Zoologist.
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Quiz 
“They Raced to the Moon” multiple choice quiz.

1: Can you remember which two countries raced to be the first to land on the moon?

• England & France       • America & Germany      • England & America      • America & Russia
  
2: What’s the missing word in this sentence? “Germany lit a massive _____  and into space it flew.
Is it:

• Torch?         • Match ?        • Rocket?        • Firework?     • Banana?

3: What did the Americans send up into space first?

• Cheerleaders?    • A bunch of school-kids?    • A pick-up truck?    • Fruit flies?     • Sandwiches?

4: Little Albert was the first ____  to go into space. Was it a:

• Donkey?          • Headmaster?        • Scientist?         • Monkey?     • Sausage?

5: Russia send a little Russian ______ into space.Was it:

• A doll?          • A monkey?          •  A dog?         • A hamster?          • A potato?

6: The Russians also sent a man into space but can you remember how long the journey took? Was it:    

• Two days?      • Two weeks?     • Two months?     • Two hours?      • Two thousand years?

7: What were Luna 1 and 2? Were they:

• Carrots?          • Space craft?          • Twin brothers?          • More monkeys?          

8: First a rocket went into space, followed by fruit flies, then Albert the monkey, followed by a
   Russian satellite, then Laika the dog went up, and finally what or who went into space next? 

• A bun     • A lot more monkeys    • Some cats and dogs     • A man        • A woman

9: In 1963, a female Russian astronaut went into space. Her first name was Valentina.
    Can you remember what she became after she completed her one and only mission? Was it:

• A galactic animal rescuer?     • An acrobat?     • A school teacher?     • A politician?
 
10: What is the Moon made out of? Is it:

• Ice cream?          • Rock?          •Cheese?          • Snot?          • Neither, it’s a giant alien base.
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The Solar System 
The planets and our Solar System.

We know that there are many different parts to science including biology, chemistry, physics, earth science, 
the environment and astronomy.

Well, astronomy is the study of stars, planets, moons and everything else in outer space.
Here, we will briefly look at our Solar System.

Some interesting Solar system facts...

• The solar system includes the Sun and all the objects that orbit around it due to its gravity.
   This includes things such as planets, comets, asteroids, meteors and moons.

• It is believed that the Solar System formed about 4.6 billion years ago.

• There are eight planets in the Solar System. The four inner planets are Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars.
   The four outer planets are Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.

• The four inner planets, also known as terrestrial planets, are smaller and made mostly of rock and metal.

• The outer planets, also known as gas giants, are much bigger and made are mostly made of hydrogen,
  helium and other gases.

• From 2008, there are now also five dwarf planets which are Pluto, Ceres, Eris, Makemake & Haumea.

• There is an asteroid belt which lies between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. It has a lot of strange shaped  
   asteroids, some as big as moons and small planets.

• For a very long time, humans did not know about the Solar System and believed that our planet Earth was         
   at the very centre of the Universe.

• There are 140 moons that orbit the eight planets in the solar system.
   The moons don’t orbit the sun, but they orbit the planet they are nearest to,
   like the Moon orbits our Earth.
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Some interesting questions on the Solar System to think about...

Look at the drawing of the Solar System showing the Sun and the planets.
Did you find out the names of the planets in the Solar System? 

Now, let’s see if you can answer these questions below.

1 • What is the name of the planet that is closest to the Sun?

2 • What is the planet called that is furthest away from the Sun?

3 • What is the name of the planet that the Moon orbits?

4 • What is the name of the biggest planet?

5 • How many planets are there in the Solar System?

6 • What are the massive rocks called that fly between Mars and Jupiter?

7 • How many planets have rings and what are their names?

8 • Is Pluto a dwarf planet or an elf planet?

9 • Which planet is fourth from the Sun?

10 • Tricky last question...
Is Venus made of rock , liquid, gas...

...or all three?
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Build your own rocket!

Use the templates on the instruction sheet.
You can trace the shapes or print it onto card,
then cut out.

You will need...

• Cardboard tubes (toilet or kitchen roll tubes are ideal).
• Scissors.
• Sheets of card.
• Plain white paper (you can draw your design onto
   paper first , then wrap around the tube).
• Some coloured paints and a paintbrush
   or colour in with felt tip pens.
• A big lump of imagination!
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Why do astronauts wear spacesuits?
Air pressure, vacuum and temperature...

There is very little oxygen in space, not enough for astronauts to breathe and there is no air 
pressure.
Here on Earth we have an atmosphere which holds all the air we breathe and we are squished 
together by air pressure. In space and on the Moon, there is no atmosphere which is called a 
vacuum. Without a spacesuit an astronaut could not breathe and would go pop!

Space is also very cold and is filled with dangerous thing called radiation, which comes from 
the Sun.  So to protect the Astronauts and keep them alive during a spacewalk, they wear a 
spacesuit to make sure they are not too hot and not too cold as well keeping them safe from 
that nasty radiation.

The back of the spacesuit is fitted with a backpack called a Primary Life Support Sub-system
(say that with a mouthful of biscuits!) It contains oxygen to breathe in and removes carbon 
dioxide which we breathe out.

They also use it the spacesuit for talk to each other while on a space walk as no one can hear 
you talk in space... and, they can even poo and wee in them!

I think I
need to clean
my spacesuit...
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Pick out the words... 
All about space stuff

Remembering all that you have learnt, from the list of different things below, can you pick out the ones that 
relate to all things space?

For example, Astronaut not pickle. There are 20 things to find. Good luck!

The Sun

sandwiches

atmosphere

teddy bears

Solar System

paper

Pluto

The Moon

galaxy

felt tip pens

balloons Moon rocks

planets

Wellington boots

chocolate

rocket

chips

bubblegum

spacesuit

homework

asteroids

buscuits

aliens

toe nail clippings

radiation

pizza

flying saucer

cockroach

crisps

black hole

Saturn

rats

toast

Cosmonaut

satellite

peanuts

toilet paper

teachers

comets

scooters

hamsters

stars

toy cars
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